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Connecting Through Communication Basics 
 

DESCRIPTION: Communication is at the root of all positive work and relationships.  Healthy 

and unhealthy communication comes from personal experiences, culture, training, and education.  

This workshop will focus on effective and ineffective communication practices and styles and 

help participants become more effect professionals (and communicators). 
 

A. DEVELOPING TRUST AND HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS 

 TRUST 

 VULNERABLE 

 COMMUNICATE/SELF-EXPRESS--Introspective; Insight; Connected to Self; & 

Articulate 

 RECEPTIVE COMMUNICATION--Identify; Understand; and Empathize 

 INVEST 

 

B.  STAGES OF RELATIONSHIP DEVOLUTION 

 COMMENTING 

 COMPLAINING 

 CRITICIZING 

 CONTEMPT 

 DEFENSIVENESS 

 DISCONNECTING EMOTIONALLY 

 DIVORCE (or comparable separation) 
 

C.  COMMUNICATION  KEYS TO HEALTHY TEAMS 

 VERBAL & NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION 

Touch; Tone; Facial Expression & Body Language; and  Message 

 THE SEVEN TYPICAL DEFENSIVE RESPONSES TO NEGATIVITY OR ATTACK 

 1)  To attack back    2)  To get defensive 

 3)  To placate    4)  To disassociate 

 5) To distract    6) To run 

 7a)  To take the high ground morally 7b) To take the high ground intellectually 

 CONFRONTATION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONFRONT 

 

CONFLICT 

Resolution 

Intimacy 

Justice 

Security 
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D.  SELF-ESTEEM IN THE WORKPLACE 

 THE FOUR CORNERSTONES OF SELF-ESTEEM for Yourself & Others: 

 Acceptance/Significance; Power & Control; Virtue; & Competence 

 COMMUNICATION SKILLS that Facilitate Self-Esteem 

 

E. CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION ISSUES 

 Direct vs. Indirect Communication 

 Symbolism  

 Communication- Overt & covert, Surface messages & metamessages.  Misunderstood 

metamessages. 

 

THE FOUR HONORINGS OF COMMUNICATION 
When you need to communicate something difficult, scary, uncomfortable, dangerous, potentially 

embarrassing, or anything else that may be experienced as threatening or humiliating to someone 

you have a vested relationship with (spouse, colleague, friend,....boss!), you are often caught 

between your integrity and honesty, and your fear of the potential damages.  Too often, you just 

don't know how you can do it without the harm, so you say...nothing.  And, the other person stays 

uninformed to his/her detriment, to your detriment, to the relationship's, family's, business', or 

organization's detriment; and/or you stay silent filled with growing resentment, anger, and a sense 

of impotence.  To protect the relationship, you stay quiet; yet by staying silent you allow the 

relationship to accept a kind of time-release poison that compromises it. 

 

The choice becomes to stay silent and accept the certain pain of unresolved issues, or to speak and 

risk explosion.  The choice to speak...to communicate becomes more viable with improved 

communication skills.  The Four Honorings of Communication offer guidance. 

 

When you need to communicate something risky or uncomfortable, first communicate the Four 

Honorings.  In order, honor: 

 

 1) the FEELINGS of the person to whom you are speaking; 

 2) the RELATIONSHIP between you and the person; 

 3) your own INTEGRITY- your need to care for yourself; 

 4) the HIGHER PURPOSE the two of you both honor and serve. 

 

then speak the truth the best you can.  For example: 

"I need to tell you something that is very difficult for me to say.  I realize that it 

may feel hurtful or critical or make you feel uncomfortable, and I really don't want 

that to happen but I need to say it.  I also know that it may harm our relationship...a 

relationship that I enjoy and value but again I need to say it, because I don't know 

how to not say it and be honest with myself; or not say it and be true to the reason 

we're here together in the first place.  I need to speak out for us both to do right by 

ourselves and our mission.  Is it ok if I tell you?" 

 

At this point, except for the most insecure and defended individuals (and unfortunately, there will 

be such individuals), while nervous and apprehensive, most people will take your communication 

fairly receptively.  Good Luck!  Good Communication!  Good Relationships! 
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